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Abstract
An interpretation of star free expressions over the reals is provided. The expressive power of
star free expressions is compared to the expressive power of monadic rst-order logic of order
over the reals. It is proved that these formalisms have the same expressive power. This result
provides a generalization of the classical McNaughton{Papert theorem (1971) from the nite
orders to the order of the reals. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A fundamental theorem due to McNaughton and Papert [3] states that a regular
language is denable by a star free expression if and only if it is denable in rst
order monadic logic of order. This theorem was extended to !-regular languages in
Ladner [2] and Thomas [9]. Moreover, more rened results were obtained in Thomas
[10] and in Perrin and Pin [4], which show the correspondence between fragments of
monadic rst order logics and dot-depth hierarchy of star free expressions. The above
results deal with discrete (time) linear orders.
In this paper an interpretation of star free expressions over the reals is provided.
The expressive power of star free expressions is compared to the expressive power of
monadic logic of order over the reals. It is proved that these formalisms have the same
expressive power. This result is analogous to McNaughton-Papert theorem [3].
Our interest in star free expressions over the reals is motivated by Duration and Mean
Value Calculi [11, 12]. These calculi are interval based formalisms for the specication
of real time systems. They were successfully applied in a number of case studies
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<=I = f : (a) =  for some a 2 Ig
<TRUE =I = R! 
<FALSE =I = ;
<E1;E2=I = f :  2 <E1=I1 and  2 <E2=I2 for a partition of I into subintervals I1; I2g
<E1 _ E2=I = Union of <E1=I and <E2=I
<E1 ^ E2=I = Intersection of <E1=I and <E2=I
<:E=I = The complement of <E=I with respect to R! 
Fig. 1. Denition of <E= I .
of software embedded systems [7] and were used to dene the real time semantics
of other languages. In [5] we show that there exist meaning preserving translations
between the Propositional fragment of Mean Value Calculus and star free expressions.
Hence, the expressive completeness of PMVC is obtained as a consequence of the
expressive completeness of star-free expressions.
In this section we x some notations and terminology and state our main result.
We use R for the set of real numbers. Recall that a nonempty subset I of reals
is called an interval if 8c8a 2 I8b 2 I:a < c < b ! c 2 I . An interval I1 precedes
interval I2 if a 2 I1 ^ b 2 I2 ! a < b.
A partition of an interval I is an ordered pair of disjoint intervals I1 and I2 such
that I = I1 [ I2 and I1 precedes I2.
We will use standard notations for the intervals, e.g., for a < b an open interval
with endpoints a and b is denoted by (a; b).
Let  be a nite set. A -predicate (over the reals) is a monadic function from the
reals into . We will use  to range over the -predicates. A set of -predicates is
called a -language.
It is clear that there exists a natural correspondence between n-tuples of boolean
predicates over the reals and the f0; 1gn-predicates.
Star free expressions over a nite set  = f1; : : : ; ng are dened by the following
grammar:
E ::=  j TRUE j FALSE j E;E j E _ E j E ^ E j :E ; where  2 :
The -language <E=I specied by a star free expression E and an interval I is dened
in Fig. 1.
A -language L is denable by E if L = <E=
R
.
The signature of the monadic language of order contains one binary predicate symbol
< and monadic predicate symbols. However, it will be more convenient for our pur-
poses instead of dealing with several monadic predicate symbols to use one monadic
-predicate symbol X . Therefore, the atomic formulas of our language will be formulas
TRUE; FALSE, u < v and X (u) = , where u; v range over variables and  2 .
The formulas are constructed from atomic formulas by the connectives ^; _; : and
the existential quantier 9.
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Free and bound variables are dened as usual. We will use the notation fu=vg for
the formula obtained from  by replacing all free occurrences of v by u and renaming
bound variables, if necessary. If all free variables of  are among ft1; : : : ; tng, we write
(t1; : : : ; tn). Recall that a sentence is a formula without free variables.
The notion of satisfaction (in R) is dened as usual. We write ; a1; : : : ; an j=
(t1; : : : ; tn) if (t1; : : : ; tn) holds whenever X is interpreted as -predicate  over the
reals and the variables t1; : : : ; tn are interpreted as real numbers a1; : : : ; an.
A -language L is denable by a sentence  if L = f :  j= g.
We say that a star free expression E is equivalent to a sentence  if E and  dene
the same -language, i.e.,  2 <E=
R
i  j= .
The main result of this paper is
Theorem 1. There exists a translation algorithm Tr from star free expressions into
sentences of monadic rst-order logic of order such that E is equivalent (over the
reals) to Tr(E). There exists a translation algorithm Tr0 from sentences of monadic
rst-order logic of order to star free expressions such that  is equivalent (over the
reals) to Tr0().
This theorem follows from Theorem 9 (Section 3) and Theorem 14 (Section 4).
We have not analyzed the complexity of our translation algorithms which are clearly
not optimal. The complexity of the satisability problem is non-elementary both for
rst-order monadic logic over the reals [8] and for star-free expressions [6]. We know
[5] that there exists at least an exponential gap between succinctness of monadic logic
and that of star-free expressions (i.e., there exists at least an exponential blow-up in
every meaning preserving translation from monadic logic to star free expressions).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect some imme-
diate consequences of our denitions. Section 3 provides a translation from star free
expressions to monadic logic. Section 4 presents the translation from monadic logic to
star free expressions. A proposition due to Gabbay, Hodkinson and Reynolds [1] plays
a central role in this translation. Finally, Section 5 states generalizations of our results
to Dedekind closed linear orders. In particular, the McNaughton{Papert theorem is a
special case of these generalizations.
2. Preliminaries
The standard syntactical extension of monadic logic by bounded quantiers is given
in this section. We also state some lemmas which are referred later.
Notation. The restriction of  to an interval I is denoted by jI .
Denition 1. A -language L is ctitious outside an interval I if jI = 0jI implies
that  2 L i 0 2 L.
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The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2. 1. <E=I is ctitious outside the interval I .
2. Let f be a monotonic bijection on the reals that maps an interval I1 onto interval
I2. Then   f 2 <E=I1 i  2 <E=I2 . In particular,  2 <E=R i   f 2 <E=R .
3. Let f be a monotonic bijection from a nite length interval I = (a; b) onto the
set of reals. If   f = (0jI) then  2 <E=
R
i 0 2 <E=I .
Lemma 3. For every quantier free formula (t) there exists a star free expression
E such that  2 <E=I if and only if there exists b such that I is a one point interval
fbg and ; b j= (t).
Proof. Note that every quantier free formula (t) is equivalent to one of the following
formulas: TRUE, FALSE or
W
2′ X (t) = , where 
0.
Let POINT be dened as :(TRUE; TRUE). The lemma follows from the observations
that (1)  2 <POINT =I if I is one point interval. (2)  2 <POINT ^ (
W
2′ )=I i I =
fbg and ; b j= W2′ X (t) =  for some b 2 R.
It is convenient to extend the syntax of rst order monadic logic of order by the
bounded existential quantiers (9t)t2t1 . Semantically, (9t)t2t1 is a shorthand for 9t: t1 <
t < t2^. The variable t1 (respectively t2) is called the lower (respectively the upper)
limit of the quantier (9t)t2t1 . Both t1 and t2 are free in (9t)t2t1.
Let  be a formula with only bounded quantiers (without loss of generality we
assume that each variable name is bound at most once in ). A sequence t1; : : : ; tn is
called a lower (upper) sequence of  if (1) t1 is a bound variable of ; (2) ti+1 is the
lower (respectively, the upper) limit of the quantier that binds ti and (3) tn is free
in .
Example 1. TRUE and X (t1) = 1 ^ t1 < t3 do not have any lower and any upper
sequences. The lower (respectively upper) sequences of X (t1) = 1 ^ (9v)wu (X (v) =
2 ^ :(9t2)vt1X (t2) = 1) are t2, t1 and v, u (respectively t2, v, w and v, w).
A formula is said to be explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] if (1) all the quantiers of
the formula are bounded, (2) the set of its free variables is a subset of ft1; t2g and
(3) every lower sequence of the formula ends with t1 and every upper sequence ends
with t2. We say that (t1; t2) is explicitly restricted to (t1; t2] (respectively, [t1; t2), or
respectively (t1; t2)) if  is explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] and it does not contain an
occurrence of X (t1) (respectively, X (t2); or, respectively, X (t1) and X (t2)).
Example 2. It is clear that if all quantiers of (t1; t2) are relativized to (t1; t2),
i.e., have the form (9v)t2t1 then (t1; t2) is explicitly restricted to [t1; t2]. Note that
according to our denition the formula t1 < t ^ t < t2 is not explicitly restricted to
[t1; t2].
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Notations. We denote by Lang((t1; : : : ; tn); a1; : : : ; an) the -language f : ; a1; : : : ; an
j= (t1; : : : ; tn)g.
The following lemmas are straightforward.
Lemma 4. If (t1; t2) is explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] then Lang((t1; t2); a1; a2) is
ctitious outside [a1; a2]. Similarly; for the formulas explicitly restricted to [t1; t2);
(t1; t2] or (t1; t2).
Lemma 5. Let (t1; t2) be a formula explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) and  be a sen-
tence obtained from  as follows: (1) Eliminate bounded quantiers i.e.; replace
\(9v)wu '" by \9v:u < v < w ^ '"; (2) Replace the sub-formulas t1 < u and v < t2
by TRUE and (3) Replace the sub-formulas u < t1 and t2 < u by FALSE. Let f
be a monotonic bijection from a nite interval I = (a; b) onto the set of reals. If
  f = (0jI) then  j=  i 0; a; b j= (t1; t2).
Lemma 6. Assume that (1) every lower sequence of (t1; t; t2) ends at t1 or at t;
(2) every upper sequence of (t1; t; t2) ends at t2 or at t and (3) there are no
occurrences of X (t1) and X (t2) in (t1; t; t2). Then
8abc: Lang(t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2); a; c; b) is ctitious outside (a; b)
3. From star free expressions to logic
In this section it will be proved that every star free expression is equivalent to a
monadic sentence.
We say that a formula (t1) is equivalent to a star free expression E over one point
interval I = fag if  2 <E=I i ; a j= (t1). Let a < b be real numbers. We say
that (t1; t2) is equivalent to E over an interval I with endpoints a; b if  2 <E=I i
 2 Lang((t1; t2) a; b).
In Fig. 2 ve translations Trp; Tr( ); Tr( ]; Tr[ ); Tr[ ) from star free expressions
into formulas are dened. In this denition Tr 2 fTrp; Tr( ); Tr( ]; Tr[ ); Tr[ )g.
The translations of E1;E2 are based on all possible partitions of a nite interval into
two subintervals. These partitions are summarized in Fig. 3. We use there notations
( ); [ ); ( ] and [ ] for the nite intervals on the reals, which are of the form
(a; b); [a; b); (a; b] and [a; b] for some a < b. Note that every nite length interval
over the reals is either one point interval, or has two endpoints a < b and is of the
form [a; b]; (a; b); [a; b); (a; b].
It is easy to check that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 7. (Syntactical properties of the translations).
1. Trp maps star free expressions to the quantier free formulas with (at most) one
variable t1.
2. Tr( ) maps star free expressions to the formulas explicitly restricted to (t1; t2).
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Tr(C) = C; where C 2 fTRUE; FALSEg
Tr(E1 op E2) = Tr(E1) op Tr(E2); where op 2 f^; _g
Tr(:E) = :Tr(E)
Trp() = X (t1) = 
Tr[ ]() = X (t1) =  _ X (t2) =  _ (9t)t2t1X (t) = 
Tr( ]() = X (t2) =  _ (9t)t2t1X (t) = 
Tr[ )() = X (t1) =  _ (9t)t2t1X (t) = 
Tr( )() = (9t)t2t1X (t) = 
Trp(E1;E2) = FALSE
Tr( )(E1;E2) = (9t)t2t1 : Tr( )(E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr[ )(E2)ft=t1g
_(9t)t2t1 : Tr( ](E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr( )(E2)ft=t1g
Tr( ](E1;E2) = (9t)t2t1 : Tr( )(E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr[ ](E2)ft=t1g
_(9t)t2t1 : Tr( ](E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr( ](E2)ft=t1g
_Tr( )(E1) ^ Trp(E2)ft2=t1g
Tr[ )(E1;E2) = (9t)t2t1 : Tr[ )(E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr[ )(E2)ft=t1g
_(9t)t2t1 : Tr[ ](E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr( )(E2)ft=t1g
_Trp(E1) ^ Tr( )(E2)
Tr[ ](E1;E2) = (9t)t2t1 : Tr[ )(E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr[ ](E2)ft=t1g
_(9t)t2t1 : Tr[ ](E1)ft=t2g ^ Tr( ](E2)ft=t1g
_Trp(E1) ^ Tr( ](E2)
_Tr[ )(E1) ^ Trp(E2)ft2=t1g
Fig. 2. Translations.
Interval Possible partitions into two subintervals
Point No partition
( ) ( ] and ( ) ( ) and [ )
( ] ( ] and ( ] ( ) and point ( ) and []
[ ) [ ) and [ ) [ ] and ( ) point and ( )
[ ] [ ) and [ ] [ ] and ( ] [ ) and point point and ( ]
Fig. 3. Partitions of nite length intervals over the reals.
3. Tr[ ) maps star free expressions to the formulas explicitly restricted to [t1; t2).
4. Tr( ] maps star free expressions to the formulas explicitly restricted to (t1; t2].
5. Tr[ ] maps star free expressions to the formulas explicitly restricted to [t1; t2].
The following proposition shows that our translations are correct.
Proposition 8. Let a < b be real numbers.
1. Trp(E) is equivalent to E over all one point intervals.
2. Tr( )(E) is equivalent to E over the intervals of the form (a; b).
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3. Similarly; Tr( ](E) (Tr[ )(E); Tr[ ](E))) is equivalent to E over the intervals of the
form (a; b] (respectively [a; b); [a; b]).
Proof. The proof proceeds by a structural induction on the expressions. The base case
is trivial. The only nontrivial inductive step is for the expressions of the form E1;E2.
Below the proof is given for Tr( ). For the other translations the proof is similar.
Assuming that Proposition 8 holds for expressions E1 and E2 we will derive that
Proposition 8(2) holds for E1;E2.
Let 1(t1; t2) = Tr( )(E1) and let 01(t1; t2) = Tr( ](E1). By the inductive assumption,
for every a < c,
; a; c j= 1(t1; t2) if and only if  2 <E1=(a; c) (1)
; a; c j= 01(t1; t2) if and only if  2 <E1=(a; c] (2)
Let 2(t1; t2) = Tr[ )(E2) and let 02(t1; t2) = Tr( )(E2). By the inductive assumption,
for every c < b,
; c; b j= 2(t1; t2) if and only if  2 <E2=[c; b); (3)
; c; b j= 02(t1; t2) if and only if  2 <E2=(c; b): (4)
Therefore, for c 2 (a; b),
; a; c; b j= 1(t1; t2)ft=t2g ^ 2(t1; t2)ft=t1g
if and only if  2 <E1=(a; c) and  2 <E2=[c; b) (5)
(In (5) t1; t; t2 are interpreted as a; c; b.)
Therefore,
; a; b j= (9t)t2t11(t1; t2)ft=t2g ^ 2(t1; t2)ft=t1g
if and only if there exists c 2 (a; b) such that (6)
 2 <E1=(a; c) and  2 <E2=[c; b)
Similarly,
; a; b j= (9t)t2t101(t1; t2)ft=t2g ^ 02(t1; t2)ft=t1g
if and only if there exists c 2 (a; b) such that (7)
 2 <E1=(a; c] and  2 <E2=(c; b)
Recall that  2 <E1;E2=(a; b) i either there exists c 2 (a; b) such that  2 <E1=(a; c) and 
2 <E2=[c; b) or there exists c 2 (a; b) such that  2 <E1=(a; c] and  2 <E2=(c; b). Hence,
from (6) and (7) and the denition of Tr( ) it follows that  2 <E1;E2=(a; b) i ; a; b j=
Tr( )(E1;E2). This completes the inductive step for Proposition 8(2). The proof for 8(3)
is similar to the above proof. The proof for 8(1) is straightforward.
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Theorem 9. There exists a translation algorithm Tr from star free expressions into
sentences such that E is equivalent to Tr(E).
Proof. Let E be a star free expression and let (t1; t2) = Tr( )(E). Let the sentence
 be obtained from (t1; t2) as in Lemma 5. To prove the theorem it is sucient to
show that
 j=  if and only if  2 <E=
R
(8)
Let f be any monotonic bijection from the interval (0; 1) onto R. Assume that the
restriction of 0 onto interval (0; 1) is equal to   f. By Lemma 5,
 j=  if and only if 0; 0; 1 j= (t1; t2) (9)
By Lemma 2(3),
 2 <E=
R
if and only if 0 2 <E=(0; 1) (10)
By Proposition 8(2),
0; 0; 1 j= (t1; t2) if and only if 0 2 <E=(0; 1) (11)
From (9){(11) we obtain (8).
4. From logic to star free expressions
In this section we show that every monadic sentence is equivalent to a star free
expression. Our proof is based on the following proposition due to Gabbay et al. (see
[1] Lemma 9.3.2).
Proposition 10. There exists an algorithm that for every formula (t1; t; t2) con-
structs a formula  (t1; t; t2) of the form
W
i( 
i
<(t1)^ ib (t1)^ i1(t1; t)^ im(t)^ i2(t; t2)^
 ie(t2) ^  i>(t2)) such that
t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2) is equivalent to t1 < t < t2 ^  (t1; t; t2) (12)
and
1.  ib;  
i
m and  
i
e are quantier free.
2.  i1 (t1; t) and  
i
2(t; t2) are explicitly restricted to (t1; t) and (t; t2):
3. In  i<(t1) all quantiers are of the form 9v:v < t1^ and in  i>(t2) all quantiers
are of the form 9v:v > t2 ^ .
4. The quantier depth of  i1(t1; t);  
i
2(t; t2)  
i
<(t1) and  
i
>(t2) is less than or equal
to the quantier depth of (t1; t; t2).
Remark. In [1] it was shown that the equivalence (12) holds over arbitrary linear
ordered set. Notice that the assertion that  is obtained from  by an algorithm, and
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that the quantier depth of the components  i1 etc. are at most that of  are corollaries
of the proof of Lemma 9.3.2 in [1], not its statement.
Proposition 10 has the following
Corollary 11. There exists an algorithm that for every formula (t1; t; t2) constructs
a formula  (t1; t; t2) of the form
W
i( 
i
1 (t1; t)^ i(t)^ i2(t; t2)) such that if Lang(t1<t
< t2 ^ (t1; t; t2); b; m; e) is ctitious outside (b; e) for every b<e then
t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2) is equivalent to t1<t < t2 ^  (t1; t; t2) (13)
1.  i are quantier free.
2.  i1(t1; t) and  
i
2(t; t2) are explicitly restricted to (t1; t) and (t; t2) and their quan-
tier depth is less than or equal to the quantier depth of (t1; t; t2).
Proof. Let  i<(t1),  
i
b(t1)  
i
1(t1; t),  
i
m(t)  
i
2(t; t2),  
i
e(t2) and  
i
>(t2) be as in Propo-
sition 10. Let us choose 1 2  and let i1(t1) (respectively i2(t2)) be the formula
obtained from  i<(t1)^  ib(t1) (respectively from  ie(t2)^  i>(t2)) through replacing all
occurrences of X (v) = 1 by TRUE and all occurrences of X (v) =  (for  6= 1) by
FALSE.
From the assumption that Lang(t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2); b; m; e) is ctitious
outside (b; e) it follows that
; b; m; e j= t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2) if only if
; b; m; e j= t1 < t < t2 ^
_
i
(i1(t1) ^  i1(t1; t) ^  im(t) ^  i2(t; t2) ^ i2(t2)) (14)
Note that i1(t1) is a formula that contains only the predicate symbol < and therefore,
it is equivalent over the reals to either TRUE or FALSE. (Such equivalence holds for
any dense linear order without minimal and maximal elements. Moreover, it is decidable
whether i1(t1) is equivalent to TRUE or to FALSE.) Similarly, 
i
2(t2) is equivalent to
either TRUE or FALSE. Therefore, the corollary is obtained from the above remark
and (14) by dening
 i(t) =

 im(t) if both 
i
1(t1) and 
i
2(t2) are equivalent to TRUE ;
FALSE otherwise.
Proposition 12. For every formula '(t1; t2) explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) there exists
a star free expression E equivalent to '(t1; t2) over every open interval (a, b) for
a < b 2 R.
Proof. The proposition is proved by induction on the quantier depth of '(t1; t2).
The base case is trivial because every quantier free formula explicitly restricted to
(t1; t2) is equivalent to either TRUE or to FALSE.
Observe that '1_'2 is explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) i both '1 and '2 are explicitly
restricted to (t1; t2). Hence, if E1 is equivalent to '1 and E2 is equivalent to '2 then
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E1_E2 is equivalent to '1_'2. Similar observations hold for conjunction and negation.
Therefore, it is sucient to carry the inductive step for the formulas '0(t1; t2) of the
form (9t)t2t1 : (t1; t; t2).
Recall that (9t)t2t1 : (t1; t; t2) is dened as 9t: t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2).
Note that since '0(t1; t2) is explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) it follows that (1) every
low sequence of (t1; t; t2) ends at t1 or t; (2) every upper sequence of of (t1; t; t2)
ends at t2 or t and (3) there is no occurrences of X (t1) and X (t2) in (t1; t; t2).
Therefore, by Lemma 6
8abc: Lang(t1 < t < t2 ^ (t1; t; t2); a; c; b) is ctitious outside (a; b)
Hence by Corollary 11,
9t: t1<t< t2 ^ (t1; t; t2) is equivalent to
9t: t1<t< t2 ^ (
_
i
( i1(t1; t) ^  i(t) ^  i2(t; t2)): (15)
Moreover,  i(t) are quantier free, the quantier depth of  i1(t1; t) and  
i
2(t; t2) is
bounded by the quantier depth of (t1; t; t2), and  i1(t1; t) (respectively  
i
2(t; t2)) are
explicitly restricted to (t1; t) (respectively (t; t2)).
Therefore, applying the inductive hypothesis we obtain that
there are Ei1 and E
i
2 which are equivalent to  
i
1(t1; t) and  
i
2(t; t2). (16)
By Lemma 3
there are Ei such that  2 <Ei=I if and only if there exists c
such that I is a one point interval fcg and ; c j=  i(t). (17)
From (15){(17) we obtain that (9t)t2t1 : (t1; t; t2) is equivalent to
W
i E
i
1;E
i;Ei2. This
completes the inductive step.
In Section 5 we will refer to the following:
Proposition 13. For every formula '(t1; t2) explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] there exists
a star free expression E equivalent to '(t1; t2) over every closed interval [a, b] for
a<b 2 R. Similar results hold for the formulas explicitly restricted to [t1; t2) and
to (t1; t2].
Proof. The proposition follows from Proposition 12 and the observation that every for-
mula explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] is equivalent to a boolean combination of formulas
explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) and formulas of the form X (t1) =  and X (t2) = .
Finally, we show the second part of Theorem 1. Namely
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Theorem 14. There exists a translation algorithm Tr0 from sentences to star free
expressions such that  is equivalent to Tr0().
Proof. Let  be a monadic sentence. Without loss of generality we can assume that
 does not contain bounded quantiers. Let t1; t2 be two variables that do not appear
in  and let '0(t1; t2) be a formula obtained from  by relativizing all quantiers to
(t1; t2), i.e., replacing every quantier \9v:" by bounded quantier \(9v)t2t1 :". It is clear
that '0(t1; t2) is explicitly restricted to (t1; t2). Therefore, by Proposition 12 there exists
a star free expression E such that for every a < b 2 R
; a; b j= '0(t1; t2) i  2 <E=(a; b) (18)
We are going to show that E is the required expression, i.e.,
 j=  i  2 <E=
R
(19)
Indeed, applying the transformation from Lemma 5 we obtain from the formula '0(t1; t2)
our sentence . Let f be a monotonic bijection from the interval (0; 1) onto R and
let 0 be any predicate whose restriction to (0; 1) is equal to   f.
By Lemma 5
 j=  i 0; 0; 1 j= '0(t1; t2) (20)
Moreover, by lemma 2(3),
 2 <E=
R
i 0 2 <E=(0; 1): (21)
The required conclusion (19) is obtained from (18), (20) and (21).
Finally, note that all the transformations in this proof are algorithmical.
5. A generalization
We proved the equivalence of star free expressions and monadic rst order logic of
order over the reals.
The semantics of star free expressions can be dened for an arbitrary lineary ordered
set A, namely the denition of the set of predicates over A specied by a star free
expression E and a subinterval I of A is obtained from the denition in Fig. 1 by
replacing the set of reals R by A; the notation <E=AI is used throughout this section for
this set of predicates.
Our translation from star free expressions to monadic logic can be immediately
generalized to any linear order hA; <i with the following properties: (1) Dedekind
closure: if A1 and A2 are disjoint nonempty subsets of A such that A = A1 [ A2 and
a1 2 A1 ^ a2 2 A2 ! a1 < a2, then there exists c 2 A such that A1 = fa : a < cg
or A1 = fa : a6cg. (2) Uniformity: for every a < b 2 A there exists a monotonic
bijection from (a; b) onto A.
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In the translation from logic to star free expressions we also used the following
property (3) for every formula (t) that contains only the predicate symbol < (no
occurrence of monadic predicate symbol) 8ab: 2 A: a j= (t) i b j= (t).
It is easy to see that property (2) implies property (3). Hence, for every linear order
hA; <i with the properties (1) and (2) every monadic sentence is equivalent to a star
free expression and every star free expression is equivalent to a monadic sentence.
We believe that the results can be generalized to any Dedekind closed order.
Let us point out that from the proof of Propositions 12 and 13 one can extract the
following
Theorem 15 (From monadic logic to star free expressions over arbitrary linear orders).
1. For every formula '(t1; t2) explicitly restricted to (t1; t2) there exists a star free
expression E such that for every linear order A and every open subinterval (a1; a2)
of A the formula '(t1; t2) is equivalent to E over (a1; a2); i.e.; <E=A(a1 ;a2) coincides
with the set of all monadic predicates over A which satisfy '(a1; a2).
2. For every formula '(t1; t2) explicitly restricted to [t1; t2] there exists a star free
expression E such that for every linear order A and every closed subinterval
[a1; a2] of A the formula '(t1; t2) is equivalent to E over [a1; a2]; i.e.; <E=A[a1 ;a2]
coincides with the set of all monadic predicates over A which satisfy '(a1; a2).
Similar results hold for the formulas explicitly restricted to [t1; t2) and (t1; t2]
respectively.
The proof of Proposition 8 can be generalized to arbitrary Dedekind closed linear
orders. Namely,
Theorem 16 (From star free expressions to monadic logic over Dedekind closed or-
ders).
1. For every star free expression E there exists a monadic formula '(t1; t2) explicitly
restricted to (t1; t2) such that for every Dedekind closed linear order A and every
open subinterval (a1; a2) of A the formula '(t1; t2) is equivalent to E over (a1; a2).
2. For every star free expression E there exists a monadic formula '(t1; t2) explic-
itly restricted to [t1; t2] such that for every Dedekind closed linear order A and
every closed subinterval [a1; a2] of A the formula '(t1; t2) is equivalent to E over
[a1; a2].
3. Similar results hold for the intervals of the forms [a1; a2) and of the forms
(a1; a2].
Remark. Though the proof of Theorem 16 is similar to the proof of Proposition 8
there are some technical dierences: for example, for a Dedekind closed linear order
A, it might happen that for a1 < a2 2 A the open interval (a1; a2) = fa : a1<a<a2g
contains only one point. In order to treat such special cases one has to modify the
translations given in Fig. 2.
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Note that the McNaughton and Papert theorem [3] deals with nite linear orders.
Clearly, such orders are Dedekind closed. Hence, McNaughton{Papert theorem is a
consequence of Theorems 15 and 16.
We do not know whether the requirement of Dedekind closure is necessary in
Theorem 16. In particular, it is an open question whether every star free expression is
equivalent (over the order of rationals) to a monadic formula.
Finally, observe that the reals and the rationals have the same rst-order monadic
theory (i.e. a rst-order monadic sentence is true on the reals if it is true on the
rationals). However, there are star free expressions that are equivalent over the rationals
but are not equivalent over the reals. The following example illustrates this observation.
Let O abbreviate the star-free expression :POINT ^:(TRUE;POINT )^:(POINT ;
TRUE), where POINT = :(TRUE; TRUE) as in the proof of Lemma 3. So O ex-
presses that an interval has no endpoints (is open). Now dene the star-free expression
E = O:O. This expresses that the linear order has a Dedekind cut given by two open
intervals.
Now the set of rationals Q has such a cut, while R does not. Notice that the star-
free expressions O ! (O;O) and TRUE are equivalent over the rationals but are not
equivalent over the reals.
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